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ABSTRACT
Current eBPF-based kernel extensions affect entire systems, and
are coarse-grained. For some use cases, like tracing, operators are
more interested in tracing a subset of processes (e.g., belonging to a
container) rather than all processes. While overhead from tracing is
expected for targeted processes, we find untraced processes—those
that are not the target of tracing—also incur performance overhead.
To better understand this overhead, we identify and explore three
techniques for per-process filtering for eBPF: post-eBPF, in-eBPF,
and pre-eBPF filtering, finding that all three approaches result in
excessive overhead on untraced processes. Finally, we propose a
system that allows for zero-untraced-overhead per-process eBPF
tracing by modifying kernel virtual memory mappings to present
per-process kernel views, effectively enabling untraced processes to
execute on the kernel as if no eBPF programs are attached.
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1 INTRODUCTION
eBPF is a Linux kernel subsystem that allows for safe kernel exten-
sions to be loaded into the kernel. eBPF programs are used for a vari-
ety of use cases from packet filtering [5, 15, 18, 24, 37, 38, 43, 51, 55],
to profiling [3, 10, 23, 51], to application acceleration [20, 34, 39,
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59, 60], to system tracing [4] and security [2, 13, 14, 19, 26, 31].
Extensions attach to a set of hookpoints, which cause the extension
to be executed whenever a certain system event occurs (e.g. system
call). eBPF’s event based model of execution is especially useful for
tracing use cases. However, the current implementation of eBPF
does not natively support per-process tracing, relying instead on
other methods.

One method to achieve per-process tracing, which we term post-
eBPF filtering, is to capture all events, and then filter for relevant
processes after data collection. Another method, in-eBPF filtering,
used by bpftrace [4], filters for processes of interest inside eBPF
programs. Per-process tracing can also be achieved by checking the
PID before eBPF program execution through kernel modification,
in a technique we refer to as pre-eBPF filtering. We explore the
costs of all three approaches and find that they place significant
overheads on untraced processes, referred to as untraced overhead.
We conclude that a new system is needed to enable zero untraced
overhead per-process tracing.

We propose a novel approach which provides individual pro-
cesses their own view of kernel hookpoints. When an eBPF pro-
gram is attached to a hookpoint, a kernel view manager essentially
performs copy-on-write to attach the eBPF program to a process-
specific kernel view. Process kernel page tables are then modified
to point to new kernel pages, rather than the original shared pages.
Consequently, the eBPF extension is executed only for the process
of interest, while other processes continue to use the original, un-
patched kernel pages without any performance impact. Our design
isolates tracing overhead to the processes being traced, achieving
zero untraced overhead per-process tracing.

Providing per-process views of kernel hookpoints also presents
new opportunities beyond tracing, such as better support for kernel
extension and application acceleration. We identify these opportu-
nities and also discuss challenges around the granularity of kernel
views and the complexities of managing per-view kernel state.

2 TRACINGWITH EBPF
Tracing is an important and common use case for eBPF programs,
depicted in Figure 1. As eBPF programs are loaded dynamically, and
are verified safe, they can be deployed on production systems to
better understand application performance in production. When an
operator wants to trace an application, they must identify a set of
hookpoints that are relevant to their application. They will then use
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Figure 1: Overview of eBPF based tracing

a tool like bpftrace [4] or will create custom eBPF programs that
attach to the identified set of hookpoints. Each program will collect
some information when it is triggered, perform a small amount of
pre-processing, and finally store the information in a shared data
map. User space programs can then read data from shared data maps
and perform more extensive post-processing and visualization.

To load and attach an eBPF program requires multiple changes
to kernel memory, as shown in Figure 2. In addition to allocating
memory for the instructions making up the eBPF program, a tracing
hookpoint installer in the kernel modifies the kernel text to call into
a handler, which then calls the eBPF program. For example, the
kprobe installer inserts a jump or trapping instruction into the
kernel text while the tracepoint installer patches statically inserted
no-op instructions. All tracing hookpoints cause changes to be
made to kernel text pages when an eBPF program is attached.

Since the kernel is shared, whenever an operator attaches an
eBPF program to a hookpoint, it will be invoked regardless of pro-
cess context, effectively attaching the eBPF program for all pro-
cesses. The attached extension will execute every time any process
triggers the hookpoint. For example, an eBPF program attached
to the sys_enter_read tracepoint will be executed whenever any
process calls the read system call. Regardless of what the operator
wanted to trace, the system will trace all processes that cause the
attached event to be triggered.

2.1 Per-Process Tracing
In many instances, system operators only want to trace an indi-
vidual application or a container, instead of tracing all running
processes on the system. We identify three ways to implement
per-process tracing: post-eBPF, in-eBPF, and pre-eBPF filtering.
Post-eBPF Filtering: One approach to per-process tracing is to
collect data from all processes and then filter for relevant PIDs in
userspace. It is easy to associate PID with collected data if the eBPF
program stores the PID with the tracing data. Post-filtering is a
natural approach for per-process tracing as it does not require any
additional logic in eBPF programs or kernel modifications.
In-eBPF Filtering: Another approach to per-process tracing is to
filter by PID inside eBPF programs. In eBPF there is a helper function

Figure 2: To attach a BPF program, the tracing hookpoint
installer modifies kernel memory

bpf_get_current_pid_tgid() which allows eBPF programs to
determine the PID of the process that triggered them. Operators
can statically define a specific PID in their eBPF program that would
cause the tracing action to occur. Tools like bpftrace provide builtin
functionality to filter out events by PID by generating such a check
in the eBPF program. If there is a need for more dynamic PID
tracing, PID checking can also be implemented using a shared map
containing a list of PIDs to trace. A simple if condition within the
eBPF program is sufficient for most tracing use cases.
Pre-eBPF Filtering: To avoid the cost of eBPF program startup, a
third approach is to implement a check in the kernel before the eBPF
program gets executed. For example, one could add a field to the
task_struct that indicates if a given process should be traced and
check the field on each hookpoint before executing eBPF program
startup code. Doing so would reduce the overhead on untraced
processes as compared to in-eBPF filtering. The pre-eBPF approach
is not currently used in practice.

2.2 Overheads of Per-Process Tracing
As eBPF programs are executed whenever any process triggers an
attached event, the above strategies produce overhead on untraced
processes. Post-eBPF incurs the full cost of tracing, while pre-eBPF
and in-eBPF filtering reduce the overhead by bailing out of the
eBPF program execution flow early. We ran two experiments to
investigate the cost of the above approaches to per-process tracing.
The first experiment is a measure of the overhead per system call for
each approach, while the second experiment measures the impact
of tracing overhead on memcached performance.

2.2.1 Untraced Process System Call Overhead. We performed an
experiment to measure system call overhead on untraced process
due to per-process tracing approaches. We use a baseline with
no eBPF program attached on an unmodified Linux 6.8 kernel to
show the best possible performance of the system call. We also
create a modified Linux kernel to implement a pre-eBPF PID check.
We then implement an eBPF program with a single bpf_printk()
helper call to represent a tracing load. On the baseline kernel, the
overhead for the tracing program is representative of the post-eBPF
filtering cost, since post-eBPF filtering is done offline. We use the
same tracing program on our modified kernel to show the cost of
pre-eBPF filtering. Additionally, we create a modified version of the
tracing program that includes a PID lookup and single if condition
to implement in-eBPF per-process tracing.

We measure the time for two system calls: read and sendmsg,
by calling the function 10,000 times and then dividing by 10,000
to estimate the time each individual system call required. We then
repeat this for 10 runs, and compute the average.
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Figure 3: Untraced-overhead due to per-process tracing ap-
proaches on read() and sendmsg() systemcalls. The orange
bar represents the cost of the tracing program, which we
control. Error bars represent one standard deviation

Figure 4: Effects of multiple attachment on untraced over-
head

Figure 3 shows the overhead costs on untraced programs. As
expected, the most expensive approach was post-eBPF filtering,
where the entire tracing program is executed. In-eBPF filtering
saves time by avoiding executing the full eBPF program. Pre-eBPF
filtering saves even more time by avoiding all BPF program setup
and instructions. On our test setup, we find that the most efficient
per-process approach, pre-eBPF, slows down the read and sendmsg
system call by 54 and 112 nanoseconds respectively, which corre-
spond to 15% and 6% slowdown. All other approaches are more
expensive.

We additionally measure the impact of attaching multiple eBPF
programs to a single hookpoint, and attaching individual programs
to multiple hookpoints. We use in-eBPF and pre-eBPF test setups

as described above. We attach up to 50 tracing programs to the
sys_enter_read tracepoint to see the impacts of attaching multi-
ple eBPF programs to the same hookpoint. We also attach kprobe
eBPF programs to 14 kernel functions that the read system call
calls, to determine the impact of attaching eBPF programs to multi-
ple hookpoints. Figure 4 shows the results of our experiment. We
see that in-eBPF untraced overhead scales both with the number
of attached programs to one hookpoint, and with the number of
hookpoints attached to. For pre-eBPF, the untraced overhead for
attaching to a single hookpoint is constant, while the untraced
overhead scales with the number of attached hookpoints.

From the above experiment, we see that untraced overhead for
pre-eBPF and in-eBPF scales with the number of attached hook-
points. As eBPF deployments become more complicated, we expect
the number of attached hookpoints to increase, which would result
in greater untraced overhead.

2.2.2 Untraced Application Performance Degradation. To deter-
mine how overheads on system calls due to per-process eBPF pro-
grams translate into application performance loss, we ran a mac-
robenchmark test. We used two dual-core VMs to benchmark a
memcached instance. One VM acts as a client and uses memaslap
to generate load for the server. Memaslap is configured to run on
two threads, with 1000 concurrent connections. It will then execute
6000000 get commands and 10240000 set commands to measure
the throughput of the memcached server. Each test is run five times
and the throughputs are averaged.

To simulate tracing an application that sends data over the net-
work, we attach tracing programs to the sys_enter_read and
sys_enter_sendmsg tracepoints. We have two versions of each
tracing program. The first simply calls the bpf_printk() helper
function to print a message, while the second implements a static
PID check with the bpf_get_current_pid_tgid() helper func-
tion, and an if condition before the bpf_printk() function call.

We ran a total of four different tests. The first test runs on an
unmodified kernel, with no eBPF programs attached, representing
the baseline performance of our test system. The second test at-
taches the printing tracing programs to the server, representing
the post-eBPF filtering approach. The third test attaches the static
PID checking tracing programs, representing the in-eBPF approach.
The final test uses the same tracing programs as the second test,
but running on our modified kernel that checks PID before run-
ning eBPF programs, representing the pre-eBPF approach. Both
PID checks will always bail out of eBPF execution when triggered
by memcached, as it is not the process we are tracing.

Our baseline test was able to handle 573,939 throughput opera-
tions per second (TOPS). As expected, post-eBPF filtering caused
the greatest performance degradation at 515,618.2 TOPS. In-eBPF
managed 558,363.8 TOPS, while pre-eBPF achieved 565,356.2 TOPS.
The measured performance degradations align with the measured
costs found in the system call overhead experiment. We find that
the most efficient per-process approach, pre-eBPF, causes a 1.5% de-
crease in throughput, while in-eBPF filtering causes a 2.7% decrease.
We conclude that the overheads imposed by existing per-process
approaches do translate to application performance degradation.
As shown in Figure 4, the performance losses will also scale with
the number of eBPF programs attached to different hookpoints,
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Figure 5: Modified eBPF program attachment path

as each attached hookpoint has a cost. A more involved tracing
scenario would cause even greater performance degradation.

3 PER-PROCESS KERNEL VIEWS FOR
PER-PROCESS TRACING

To achieve efficient per-process eBPF tracing, we must reduce un-
traced overhead, while ensuring that all relevant tracing data is
collected. Figure 5 shows an overview of how our system fits into
the tracing workflow, while Figure 6 shows the mechanism we use.
We identify the two main tracing hookpoints as tracepoints and
kprobes. All tracing hookpoints share two facts in common, which
we use as our key design insight:

(1) Unattached tracing hookpoints are fast
(2) Attachment involves writing to kernel pages

As described in Section 2, when an eBPF extension is attached to
a hookpoint, it calls a tracing hookpoint installer which modifies
kernel text and data. In the existing Linux kernel, the tracing hook-
point installer directly modifies the kernel. We propose modifying
the tracing hookpoint installer to call into a kernel view manager,
as shown in Figure 5. Rather than using the same memory map-
ping for kernel pages regardless of the process context, the kernel
view manager allows for different kernel memory mappings for
different processes. The kernel view manager creates copies of to-
be-modified kernel pages, and performs the same modifications
as the tracing hookpoint installer on the new pages, essentially
performing copy-on-write. Afterwards, the kernel view manager
modifies the kernel page tables of traced processes to map to the
new pages, instead of the existing unmodified pages, as shown in
Figure 6. To modify the correct process’ page tables, we propose
adding a new argument to the eBPF program attachment API, al-
lowing operators to specify the process they want to trace. The
end result is a system that allows per-process tracing, with zero
untraced overhead. In the rest of this section, we examine the kernel
view manager in more detail, discuss open design questions, and
raise challenges associated with our design.

3.1 Kernel View Manager
The kernel view manager is the main component of our proposed
design, and is responsible for providing per-process hookpoint
views by virtualizing tracing hookpoint text and state. When an
eBPF extension is attached to a tracing hookpoint, the kernel view

Figure 6: Kernel memory virtualizationmechanism overview

manager must make new copies of kernel pages. The first page to
copy is the text of the tracing hookpoint. However, the kernel view
manager can avoid copying the page if another eBPF program has
already been attached. The tracing hookpoint page is modified to
call into a tracing hookpoint handler which will contain the same
code for any traced process on the same tracing hookpoint.

The kernel view manager must also copy tracing hookpoint state
in order to provide a private copy. Tracing hookpoint state includes
an eBPF program array which contains all the eBPF programs to
be executed by the tracing hookpoint handler. Executing eBPF
programs associated with other processes not only makes tracing
slower, but could impact the correctness of tracing by executing
eBPF programs intended for one process, on another. Copying
tracing hookpoint state also allows for the optimization for tracing
hookpoint text described above.

After the necessary pages have been copied, the kernel view
manager must update the kernel page tables for each traced process.
To facilitate finding the correct process, eBPF attachment includes
an argument to statically add a PID to be traced, similar to how PID
is specified in in-eBPF tracing. If PIDs need to be dynamically added,
a system call can be used to instruct the kernel view manager to
update the page tables of the desired process.

3.2 Open Design Questions
In this subsection, we discuss open design questions raised by our
approach that need to be addressed.
Tracing Hookpoint State: The nature of tracing hookpoint state
is not clear. We know that at the minimum it includes the eBPF
program array, but it may also include other important pieces of
data. Additionally, it is not clear that all tracing hookpoints share a
common set of necessary tracing hookpoint state.
Runtime Kernel ViewManager: There may need to be a runtime
component of the kernel view manager. Our current proposed
design performs most work during attachment time, avoiding as
much runtime cost as possible. However, having different kernel
pages tables per process may lead to issues when a CPU currently
running a traced process services an interrupt. If the interrupt
uses any pages that have been modified, kernel state may become
inconsistent.
Fork Semantics: It is unclear how fork() should function under
our proposed system. Operators interested in tracing a process may
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also be interested in tracing child processes. On the other hand,
forked processes may be performing entirely different work, and
would not make sense to be traced alongside their parent process.
Implications for Other Subsystems: Modifying kernel page ta-
bles may also cause problems for other Linux kernel subsystems
that interact with kernel text pages, such as SELINUX and the
kernel module loader. The changes we make are small and self-
contained, so it should be possible to maintain the functionality of
any impacted subsystems. There may be more difficult challenges
that arise in other subsystems that must be addressed.
Tracing Program Life Cycle: Having per-process views of hook-
points raises the question of what happens when an eBPF program
is detached. As hookpoint text is shared, the kernel view manager
must ensure that other processes do not have eBPF programs at-
tached to the same hookpoint before it can free the page. It may
be inefficient to free the modified hookpoint text pages. The kernel
view manager must also know when to free private hookpoint state
pages.
Userspace Component: It is unclear how much of a userspace
component is needed to facilitate our proposed system. Some modi-
fications need to be made in order to associate eBPF programs with
processes, but there may be greater orchestration needs. There may
be interactions between maps, or limitations of hookpoints that
must be addressed.
Wasted Memory: Depending on the size of the pages that hook-
points are located on, and the number of extensions that are at-
tached, a significant amount of memory could be used. If hookpoints
are contained on huge pages, each copy would require 1 GB [7] of
data to be duplicated. We must consider the page size and memory
layout when designing our system to avoid unnecessary wasted
space. We speculate that careful memory layout and the use of 4KB
pages may help.
Overhead of Multiple Kernel Views: Switching between kernel
memorymappingswhen switching between processesmay increase
pressure on TLBs and cause a reduction in performance. However,
due to kernel page table isolation, all processes must load a new
virtual mapping of the kernel into their address space whenever
they perform a mode switch. We may be able to take advantage
of the existing page table switch to hide the cost of our page table
modifications.

4 BEYOND TRACING
In addition to tracing, eBPF programs have served to extend ker-
nel functionalities by replacing kernel policy and mechanism or
accelerating applications. Examples of using eBPF to replace ker-
nel policy and mechanism include attachment to Linux Security
Module hookpoints to implement mandatory access control [8],
implementation of custom TCP congestion control algorithms [27],
implementation of new schedulers [29], and implementation of sys-
tem call filtering [28]. Per-process hookpoint execution facilitates
the efficient implementation of per-process policies, enabling the
enforcement of kernel policies tailored exclusively to individual
processes without any additional overhead on others.

eBPF-based approaches to application acceleration typically in-
volve increased kernel-side processing tominimize context switches

and bypass certain parts of the kernel [52]. Two existing applica-
tion accelerators, BMC [34] and Electrode [60] bypass the kernel
networking stack in application-specific ways. XRP [59] accelerates
the storage stack with eBPF but necessitates application modifica-
tion to realize its benefits. With per-process hookpoints, we could
modify the system behavior to match the application, allowing for
transparent acceleration of applications and custom kernel inter-
faces.

In the rest of this section, we discuss two challenges in extending
our design for zero-untraced-overhead per-process eBPF tracing to
more general extension use cases.
Per-Flow Hookpoint Execution: Our proposed system operates
at the granularity of per-process hookpoint execution, but it could
be extended to other granularities, such as per-network-flow hook-
point execution. For example, BMC and Electrode operate on net-
work hookpoints in the kernel to accelerate applications. When the
attached hookpoints are triggered, the target PID for each packet
is not known, which prevents our system from executing eBPF
programs on process-specific packets. Instead, we can expand our
system to operate on a per-flow basis. Using a multi-queue NIC, we
can dedicate CPU cores to handle certain packet flows. For each
CPU that accelerates one application, we can change the kernel
mappings to present a view of the kernel with the appropriate eBPF
programs attached.
Increased Kernel State Management Complexity: Allowing
for multiple views of kernel hookpoints at different granularities
greatly increases the complexity of managing kernel state. There
are three main sources of new state. First, eBPF programs may store
private state into multiple maps that are read from and written to by
multiple other eBPF programs or userspace programs. In our initial
design, eBPF programs and maps are still globally visible, but the
execution of eBPF programs is on a per-process basis. Other eBPF
programs and userspace programs can make changes to eBPF maps
regardless of what process is associated with each eBPF program.
The relationship between eBPF programs, maps, processes, flows,
etc. introduces state management complexity. Second, the need to
manage kernel views in the face of different granularities, such as
per-flow views introduces another source of state complexity. For
example, the runtime kernel view manager and program lifecycle
raised in Section 3may need to keep track of which flow and process
are running on which CPU in order to correctly switch the views.
Third, managing eBPF program views of kernel state may introduce
significant state management complexity. Tracing programs are
relatively simple in that they do not generally modify kernel state.
If a more general eBPF extension modifies kernel state in a specific
way, or makes assumptions about kernel state, inconsistencies may
arise. We want eBPF programs to have their own internal view of
kernel state, as they are operating on a per-process view, so they
must have their own copy. The extent and complexity of managing
kernel state copies may depend on the extension and is an open
question.

5 RELATEDWORKS
This section reviews the literature on tracing, methods for mitigat-
ing the overhead caused by dynamic tracing, and mechanisms for
providing multiple kernel views.
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5.1 Mitigating Tracing Overhead
Tracing, the process of recording system activity, is commonly
achieved through static (i.e., compile-time) or dynamic (i.e., run-
time) code instrumentation. Static instrumentation entails inject-
ing monitoring code directly into the source code before com-
pilation, a method employed by tools such as GNU gprof [35].
Conversely, dynamic instrumentation [21, 50], utilized by tools
like DTrace [22], ftrace [6], perf [9], and SystemTap [11], dynam-
ically installs customizable instrumentation code based on run-
time parameters and system conditions. eBPF has been extensively
used for profiling [3, 10, 23, 51], and dynamic tracing across a
range of use cases, including Android [1, 12, 44], distributed sys-
tems [16, 25, 32, 45, 53, 57], and HPC [56, 58].

Several tracing overhead minimization research endeavors have
been carried out in the past. Gebai et al. [33] develop microbench-
marks that unveil insights into the tracers’ internals and show the
cause of each tracer’s overhead. Nagy et al. [49] eliminate unwanted
tracing data for their fuzzing. Thomas et al. [54] investigate dif-
ferent instrumentation schemes and propose two new schemes
based on bitvectors that reduce the overhead for sampling-based
execution monitoring. Mohror et al. [48] thoroughly investigate
several different tracing overheads, including trace instrumentation,
periodic writing of trace files to disks, differing trace buffer sizes,
system changes, and increasing number of processors in the target
application. In-advance filtering, such as in-driver filtering [30],
processes data before it reaches the tracing programs, ensuring that
they handle only relevant data and efficiently utilize resources.

More general approaches to accelerate eBPF programs also can
reduce tracing overhead. KFuse [42] merges loaded eBPF programs
to improve execution performance. Merlin [47] provides LLVM
passes that rewrite eBPF bytecode for efficiency, enhancing execu-
tion speed without failing kernel verification.

5.2 Multiple Kernel Views
Several prior works investigate the use of multiple kernels on a
single system. Multikernels [17] propose running different kernels
on each core, with each kernel and core combination exclusively
accessing its own memory. Face-Change [36] and MultiK[40] pro-
vide a per-process view of the same kernel in order to debloat the
kernel and reduce its attack surface [41, 46]. The per-process view
of the kernel explored in these works is appealing for managing
per-process tracing and extension.

6 CONCLUSION
Per-process eBPF tracing enables the tracing of applications without
adversely affecting other running processes. We propose a system
utilizing a kernel view manager to provide each process with its
own view of kernel hookpoints, thereby eliminating eBPF tracing
overhead on processes that are untraced. Additionally, the system
has the potential for expansion, allowing for greater specialization
within the kernel and creating new opportunities for application
acceleration.
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